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Hemodynamic effects of VA-ECMO

Circulation 2023;147:1237.



Consequences of LV distension

Intracardiac SEC/thrombi

Refractory pulmonary edema

Refractory ventricular arrhythmia



Clinical impact of LV distension
Incidence of LV distension: 30%

▪ LVD+ (23%): evidence of pulmonary edema and PADBP > 25 mmHg within the first 2 hours

▪ LVD++ (7%): need for LV unloading immediately because of pulmonary edema, VT or significant 

blood stagnation within LV

ASAIO J. 2017;63.257.



Percutaneous LV unloading modalities

J Card Surg 2016;31:177-82.



Transseptal LA cannulation increased the rate 
of ECMO weaning, but not in-hospital mortality

Aritif Organs. 2021;45:390-398.

124 pt, cardiogenic shock, Asan medical center



Elective decompression of the LV in pediatric 
patients may reduce the duration of VA-ECMO

Artif Organs 2015;39(4):319-26.

84 pt, cardiogenic shock, Single center, Australia



LV unloading is associated with lower mortality 
in cardiogenic shock treated with VA-ECMO

Circulation. 2020;142(22):2095-2106.

Early unloading: < 2 hours after VA-ECMO

686 pt, cardiogenic shock, 16 centers, Europe



Prophylactic LHD was associated with a lower early 
mortality rate compared with therapeutic LHD

J Thorac Dis. 2019;11(9):3746-56.

50 pt, cardiogenic shock, Korea



• In current evidence, early LV unloading strategy was associated with favor 

clinical outcomes (such as mortality and weaning of VA-ECMO)

• However, the previous studies were observational studies. The level of 

evidence was low. 

• Nonrandomized observational studies may have significantly affected the 

results owing to potential selection bias.

Timing of LV unloading



Timing of LV unloading
2 RCTs from Korea, 2023



Eur J Heart Fail. 2023;25(11):2037-46.



• The primary endpoint: the rate of a weaning from VA-ECMO during index 
admission 

• The secondary endpoints 

- the rate of survival to discharge

- successful HT or LV assist device (LVAD) implantation

- the duration of mechanical ventilation (MV)

- improvement of pulmonary edema

- any adverse events related to the VA-ECMO

Study Endpoints

Eur J Heart Fail. 2023;25(11):2037-46.



Trial procedure

Eur J Heart Fail. 2023;25(11):2037-46.

Time to LV unloading: 

Early (29/30, 97%): 2.4 hour

Conventional (23/30, 77%): 48.4 hour



Baseline characteristics

Eur J Heart Fail. 2023;25(11):2037-46.



Clinical outcomes

Eur J Heart Fail. 2023;25(11):2037-46.



Clinical outcomes

Eur J Heart Fail. 2023;25(11):2037-46.



• Early LV unloading strategy did not increase the weaning rate from VA-
ECMO compared with a conventional approach.

• These findings therefore do not support the systematic use of early LV 
unloading following VA-ECMO insertion. 

• However, this trial was underpowered and inconclusive because of small 
sample size and study design. 

• Further larger-scale studies will thus be essential to establish the optimal 
timing of LV unloading during VA-ECMO.

Conclusion

Eur J Heart Fail. 2023;25(11):2037-46.



EARLY-UNLOAD trial

Circulation. 2023;148:1570-81.

Time to LV unloading: 

Early (58/58, 100%): 1.1 hour, Conventional (29/58, 50%): 21.8 hour



• Primary endpoint: all-cause mortality at 30 days

• Secondary endpoints

- a composite of all-cause mortality or transseptal LA cannulation at 30 days

- cardiac or non-cardiac death at 30 days

- in-hospital mortality

- the rate of VA-ECMO weaning

- the duration of VA-ECMO

- the rate of disappearance of pulmonary congestion

- the rate of mechanical ventilation weaning

Study endpoints

Circulation. 2023;148:1570-81.



Baseline characteristics

Circulation. 2023;148:1570-81.



All-cause mortality at 30 days

Circulation. 2023;148:1570-81.



Clinical outcomes

Circulation. 2023;148:1570-81.



Clinical outcomes

Circulation. 2023;148:1570-81.



• Among patients with cardiogenic shock undergoing VA-ECMO, early 

routine left ventricular unloading with transseptal left atrial cannulation did 

not reduce 30-day mortality compared with the conventional strategy.

• Further multicenter trials using other unloading modalities are warranted to 

investigate the efficacy of early routine left ventricular unloading.

Conclusion



• Peripheral VA-ECMO has an inherent limitation of increasing LV afterload, 
and subsequent pulmonary congestion. 

• Several mechanical circulatory strategies can be used to achieve LV 
unloading if conservative measures prove to be insufficient.

• Many data indicate the benefit of LV unloading when overt complications of 
increased afterload are developed.

• Recent two RCTs did not support the systematic use of early LV unloading 
following VA-ECMO insertion.

• Further large-scale trials using other unloading modalities are warranted. 

Summary
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